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3,969,938 
REJET BREEDING APPARATUS 

Joseph l. Andrycha and Thomas Irl. Speller, Bnii’alo, 
NSY., assignors to General-Electro Mechanical Cor 
poration 

Filed Mar. il, 1957, Ser. No. 645,263 
ll Claims. (Cl. 7S--45) 

This invention relates to riveting machines and more 
particularly to means for orienting and feeding rivets or 
like headed fasteners to a desired point of use. 

In the instance illustrated herein the orienting and 
feeding mechanism is shown in conjunction with an auto 
matic or semi-automatic riveting machine of a type well 
known in the mechanical arts. Essentially, the riveting 
machine comprises a Cshaped frame which provides a 
gap for receiving work to be riveted with the upper arm 
of the frame having a rivet holding and bucking mech 
anism and the lower arm of the frame having a cooperat 
ing riveting hammer or anvil. 
The present invention is concerned entirely with the 

rivet orienting and feeding mechanism and accordingly 
the disclosure herein is limited generally thereto. It is 
sufficient for present purposes to state that rivets are 
ultimately fed, by the means of the present invention, 
to the bucking member of the upper arm of the riveting 
machine with their axes extending vertically and with 
their heads uppermost, the rivets being fed laterally into 
rivet receiving and holding devices of the bucking ram, 
such receiving and holding devices devices being known 
in the riveting machine art. 
The present invention is characterized generally by 

the fact that various sizes of rivets, both as to diameter 
and length, may be fed interchangeably and selectively 
without substantial alteration or set-up changes in the 
riveting machine or the feeding mechanism itself. Fur 
thermore, the orienting and feeding mechanism of the 
present invention is simple, etlicient and economical of 
manufacture, particularly considering the varsatility and 
effectiveness thereof in feeding rivets of various sizes. 

Various objects and advantages attendant upon the 
pursuance of the principles or" the present invention 
will appear to those skilled in the present art from 
a consideration of the embodiment thereof illustrated in 
the accompanying drawings and described in the follow 
ing specification. However, it is to be understood than 
various mechanical modifications may be made in such 
exemplary embodiment without departing from the 
principles of the invention, the scope of which is limited 
only as defined in the appended claims. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a general front elevational view of one form 

of the rivet orienting and feeding mechanism of the 
present invention shown associated with the upper arm or 
bucking mechanism of a conventional riveting machine; 
FIG. 2 is a general side elevational view of the structure 

of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a view generally similar to FIG. 2 but on a 

larger scale and with portions of the hopper shown in 
cross section; 
FIG. 4 is a view similar to FIGS. l and 3 but showing 

principally the transfer chute portion of the mechanism, 
the latter being shown in cross section; 
FIG. 5 is an elevational View of the chute mechanism 

taken from the left of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is a view taken similarly to FIG. l but showing 

only the carriage portion of the hopper mechanism on an 
enlarged scale and partially in cross section; 
FIG. 7 is a cross sectional view through the discharge 

portion of the hopper mechanism viewed similarly to 
FIG. 3 but on an enlarged scale; 
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2 
FIG. 8 is an oblique plan View of the discharge por 

tion of the hopper of FIG. 7; and 
FIG. 9 is a vertical cross sectional view taken ap 

proximately on the line lX-IX of FIG. 7. 
Speaking generally, the apparatus of the present inven 

tion involves a plurality of hopper devices designated 
generally by the numeral l5 and a plurality of chute de 
vices designated generally by the numeral lr6. The hopper 
and chute devices are supported, in a manner which will 
presently be described in greater detail, against the upper 
arm or nose portion of a riveting machine indicated in 
dot and dash lines in the drawings and designated by the 
numeral 17. Such upper arm or nose portion d'7 supports 
and operates a rivet holding member lâ provided at the 
lower end of a rivet inserting and bucking mechanism i9. 
The plurality of hoppers 15 contain rivets of dif 

ferent sizes, both as to diameter and length, and are 
movable from front to back of the machine so as to 
aline any desired hopper with the rivet holding member 
118 of the riveting machine. In the form of the present 
invention illustrated herein by way of example, a given 
chute mechanism I6 will serve as a transfer means for 
feeding rivets of a given diameter but of various desired 
lengths from the hopper discharge portion to the rivet 
holder i8. 

These chute mechanisms are likewise movable in a 
direction from front to back of the machine, that is in a 
direction parallel to the direction of movement of the 
hoppcrs, to aline a desired chute mechanism with the rivet 
holder 13 of the machine so that such chute mechanism 
may coact between the alincd hopper and the rivet 
holder. 

Ordinarily a lesser number of chute mechanisms will 
be required than the number of hoppers because of the 
ability of the chute mechinsms to handle rivets of var 
ious lengths. The present disclosure iliustrates, merely 
by way of example, eight hopper units and four chute 
mechanisms. Thus, for instance, the eight hopper units 
may contain rivets of four diameters, each diameter of 
two different lengths, while the four chute mechanisms 
will each accommodate one of the four diameters regard 
less of length. 
The means which support the hoppers l5 for longitudi 

nal `adjustment will now be described. A plurality of 
brackets 22 through 26 have ñxed thereto upper and 
lower parallel rails 27 and 28. The forward brackets 
Z2 are r'iXed to a plate or bar fill which projects for 
wardly from and is rigidly secured to the front of the 
upper arm or nose portion I7 of the machine. The re 
maining brackets 23 through 26 may be lixed directly 
to the Side wall of such upper arm or nose portion 17. 
A carriage is mounted for movement along rails 27 

and 28 and comprises a vertical base or mounting plate 
34 having rollers 3S adapted to roll along the top of rail 
27 and lateral rollers 36 adapted to roll along the side 
surfaces of lower rail 28. 
A pair of vertically spaced horizontal rails ‘ttl and ¿il 

is ñxed to the face of plate 34 and a series `of register 
ing openings extends through plate 3d and the rails ¿lil 
and di for receiving screws 42 and ¿i3 which engage a 
series of plates (ifi, each of which comprise one of the 
vertical walls of each of the hoppers ld. Thus, the series 
of hoppcrs carried by plate 34 may e moved fore and 
aft by movement of the rollers 35 and SI5 on the rails 
27 and 2S to position any desired hopper in registry with 
the rivet holding member lâ of the riveting machine. 

Suitable latching means are provided for holding the 
carriage in such position that any desired hopper i4 is 
in position for use. It will be noted that the underside 
of bottom rail 28 is notched as at 456 and the latching 
mechanism, illustrated in ilG. 6, comprises a latch bar 
47 pivoted to a block 48 carried by plate 34. A spring 
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¿i9 urges latch bar 47 into engagement with a registering 
notch 46, latch bar ¿t7 being movable to the dot and dash 
line position of FlG. 6 to permit adjusting movement 
of the hoppers by manual manipulation engagement of 
the depending portion of the latch bar 47. 
@ne of the hopp-ers 15 will now be described, having 

reference particularly to FÃGS. l, 3, 7 and 9. As pre 
viously mentioned one vertical end wall of each hopper 
is formed by a relatively rigid plate d5. Each hopper 
has a pair of side walls 53 and S/»î and an opposite end 
wall 55. r1`he side walls are shaped to provide a raised 
portion adjacent to end wall 55 and a vertical wall for 
mation 57 completes the closure of such raised portion. 
The bottom wall of the hopper is formed by a fined 

‘tl-shaped incliner portion 59 and a further V-shaped 
inclined portion 61 which is hinged to the fixed portion 
o@ as at 62. Rivets are placed in the hopper through 
the top of the raised portion thereof by lifting a hinged 
lid member 53, the rivets in the hopper being generally 
confined to the space beneath the lid 63 by a vertical 
wall member <55 which is slotted for vertical adjustment 
by means of screw and nut members 66 whereby the 
space below the bottom of wall member 65 may be ad 
justcd to permit a limited flow of rivets down the in 
clined member 61 into the space to the left of wall 
member 65. 

Thus the adiustable wall member e5 serves as a meter 
ing plate for controlling the iiow of rivets down the 
inclined portion d1. A lower portion 53 of wall mem 
ber 55 is hinged to the upper portion as at 69 to permit 
the same to be swung to the right as viewed in PEG. 3 
for a purpose which will presently appear. When it 
is desired to empty the hopper, the inclined portion 51 
is dropped about i hinge 52 by release of a spring re 
taining clip ed. c eupon rivets will iiow out of the 
right hand end of t hopper, as viewed in HG. 3. Rivets 
in the left hand art of the hopper may also be removed 
by lifting a hinged cover 71 and reaching down to push 
the rivets on inclined portion 611 over onto the lowered 
chute portion During this operation the hinged por 
tion 55 of wall no’ may move to the right as viewed in 
HG. 3 to facilitate the clearing out process. 
The fired inclined bottom wall portion ed has a cen 

tral lo udinal `slot through which a vertical plate 
member 7@ passes in closely iitting relationship. The 
upper edge of plate 7@ is inclined at same angle 
as bottom wall and when plate ’7d is in its lower 
most position it substantially closes the slot in bottom 
wall et) and forms in effect a continuation of the latter, 
as shown in FIG. 3. 

Guides 74 and 75 fixed to the hopper wall structure 
guide plate 7d for veiacal sliding movement for effecting 
delivery of rivets. The upper inclined edge of plate 
75 is grooved as at 76 in FiG. 9 and, since a controllable 
pile of rivets rests upon inclined bottom wall @il in 
normal operation, movement of the grooved upper edge 
of plate 7i? upwardly through the supply of rivets on 
bottom wall (rtl results in some rivets being picked up by 
the upper edge of a ate 75 with the shanks of the rivets 
extending downwa... y in groove 75, as indicated in dot 
and dash lines at A in FIG. 7. 

Rivets which are not picked up in this position upon 
upward movement of plate 'Fil merely fall off of the upper 
edge cf plate 75. Thus each upward movement of plate 
71B results in a random number of rivets being oriented 
more or less as indicated at A in FIG. 7 for transfer to 
a hopper delivery c' ate member designated generally 
by the numeral Sil in FÍG. 7. 

Vertical reciprocation of the plate 70 of each hopper 15 
for operation in the foregoing manner is brought about by 
a vertical lifter rod 51 which slides in bearings S2 and S3 
fixed to wall 45 of each hopper 15 and the lifter rod 81 of 
each hopper has a head formation S5 at its upper end for 
engagement in a T-slot groove 56 formed at the lower end 
of a single lifter device 87 which is fixed to the machine 
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generally in alinement with the rivet inserting and bucking 
mechanism 19 and serves the lifter rods 81 of any individ 
ual hopper when such hopper is in operating position. 
The lifter device 37 forms a part of a lifter mechanism 
best shown in FIG. l and there designated generally by 
the numeral 9€). 
The lifter mechanism 9tl comprises a fluid pressure cyl 

inder 92 fixed to a bracket 93 secured to the side of the 
upper arm portion 17 of the machine. A piston operat 
ing within cylinder 92 has a downwardly projecting piston 
rod 91 and lifter device 87 is slidably mounted upon the 
lower end of piston rod 91. An extension coil spring 94 
normally retains the lifter device 87 at the upper limit of 
its sliding movement relative to the piston rod 91. 
From the foreging, it will be seen that fluid pressure 

which urges the piston of cylinder 92 upwardly lifts the 
engaged lifter rod S1. In the case of jamming of the parts 
or unusual resistance to such lifting movement the piston 
rod 91 moves upwardly without further raising lifter de 
vice 87 whenever the force of spring 9d» is overcome. by a 
resistance to raising of rod 51 or any of the parts fixed 
thereto. Lifter rod S1 is fixed to the lower end of knife 
70 as by means of a bracket 95 which is attached to the 
lower end of rod 81 and adjustably connected to the lower 
end of knife 70. 
A horizontal plate 96 is fixed to piston rod 91 and lifter 

device 57 to move therewith and has an upwardly project 
ing rod 97 which has play connection with a conventional 
four-way valve (not shown) which is located at the upper 
end of cylinder 92, whereby vertical reciprocation of rod 
97 with lifter device S7 reverses the four-way valve 98 
at each end of the stroke of the lifter device to continuous 
ly reciprocate knife 70. 
A conventional two-way valve 99 is mounted on one of 

the brackets which support plate 3d and is adapted to be 
engaged by plate 96 at the lower extremity of the stroke 
of piston rod 91 to produce a momentary flow of air under 
pressure for a purpose which will presently be described. 

Reference will be had now to the hopper delivery chute 
member previously designated generally by the numeral 
80, the same being shown in detail in FIGS. 7 and 8. 
Chute 8G comprises a block 1th) which is fixed in an open 
ing in plate ¿55 of each hopper 15` and inclines downward 
ly and toward the riveting mechanism of the machine. 
Block 1th) is provided with a longitudinal slot 101 in its 
upper surface and rivets raised to the position indicated at 
A in FIG. 7 by movement of knife ’70 to its upper limit 
position slide from groove 76 of knife 7i] into slot 101. 
A plate 102. is fixed to block lili) but spaced slightly 

thereabove to allow clearance for the heads of rivets slid 
ing down slot 101. The upper end of plate 102 is flared 
as at 103 to facilitate entry of rivets thereinto and a blow 
er tube 195 has its discharge end directed into the flaring 
mouth thus formed as shown in FIG. 7. At the end of 
each downward movement of knife 70 a blast of air dis 
charges from tube 105 to blow the two or three rivets at 
the upper end of slot 101 back into the hopper. This 
blast of air is provided by operation of valve 99 (FIG. l) 
which has previously been described. 

Thus any rivets which are not properly oriented in this 
Haring mouth portion are removed, even though proper 
ly oriented rivets in such mouth portion are also removed 
in each cycle of movement of knife 70. lf slot 101 
has room to receive rivets downwardly past the flared por 
tion and if such rivets are properly oriented they will 
slide down below the discharge point of tube 105 before 
the foregoing blast of air issues therefrom. 

Referring to FIGS. 7 and 8, a block 19S is fixed to the 
lower or outer end of block 1Go by screws 169 and a plate 
110 is held between these two blocks for lateral sliding 
movement, plate 110 being horizontally slotted to clear the 
screws 109 during such lateral sliding movement. Plate 
11@ is provided with end flanges 111 and 112 which are 
shown in the plan View, FIG. 8. A compression coil 
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spring 113 acts between flange. 111 and block 10S to urge 
plate 11h to the position illustrated in FIG. 8. 

Block 103 is bored to receive a piston member 114 
which is adapted to be acted upon by an air pressure con 
nection 115. Block is further provided with a down 
ward bore 115 which opens downwardly into a tubular 
chute member 130 which will be described more fully in 
conjunction with the description of the final delivery or 
rivet transfer apparatus, the chute 131i being a part of the 
chtite mechanism previously generally designated by the 
numeral 16. 

It will be noted that plate 11@ is provided with a con 
tinuation of the slot 101 of block 101i, such continuation 
being of just enough length to accommodate the diameter 
of one rivet shank. Upon application of air pressure 
through connection 115, piston 114 moves upwardly as 
viewed in FIG. 8, acting against flange 112 of plate 110 
to move the rivet in the slot of plate 11i)` into alinement 
with bore 116, whereupon the rivet in such slot falls into 
the bore 116 and downwardly into tubular chute member 
130. Thus single rivets are delivered from the hopper 
delivery chute member 30 to chute 130 of the chute mech 
anism 16 in timed relation With the operation of the rivet 
ing machine. 
We will now direct our attention to the chute mecha 

nisms designated generally by the numeral 16. A group 
of chute mechanisms as employed in the present in 
stance is illustrated in FIG. 5 as viewed from the side 
of the machine opposite to the side against which the 
hoppers are mounted. FIG. 4 shows one of the chute 
mechanisms of FlG. 5 in vertical cross section, 
The several chute mechanisms are fixed to a plate 125 

which is mounted for horizontal sliding movement against 
the bottom of a bracket 12a which is screwed or other 
wise fastened to the `framework of the riveting machine, 
as appears best from FlGS. 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
Each chute mechanism includes a horizontal mounting 

member 128 and a vertical bracket 129 fixed thereto, the 
latter serving to support the tubular chute member 130 
which has previously been described and leads from the 
discharge portion Si? of an alined hopper 15 to an outer 
enlarged portion 131 of the body member 128` of the 
chute mechanism. The outer enlarged portion 131 is 
grooved as at 132 in FIG. 5 and rivets discharged from 
the hopper chute pass points foremost down the tubular 
chute member 13€? and into groove 132 as shown at B in 
FIG. 4. 
A knife or bar member 134 which is slidable in the 

groove 132 is attached to a piston member 135 which 
is slidable in a bore in member 123 and application of 
air pressure through a tube 138 against the adjacent end 
of piston 135 moves knife member 134 to the left as 
viewed in F1G. 4 against the resistance of an extension 
coil spring 139, This pushes the rivet shown at B out 
wardly of the groove 132 and into the rivet receiving 
member 18 of the riveting mechanism. 

ri`he tubes 138 for supplying operating air to act against 
the several pistons 135 of the ‘foregoing ejector mecha 
nisms are all connected to a horizontal manifold tube 14@ 
which is mounted on bracket 129 and accordingly moves 
horizontally with the chute mechanisms. A valve rod 
141 is mounted upon bracket 126 as shown in FIG. 2 and 
is provided interiorly of manifold tube 141i with spaced 
valve spools, the spools being disposed so that the space 
therebetween registers with a particular tube 13S when 
the latter is in alinement with the rivet receiving mem 
ber 18. Operating air passes through a central bore in 
valve rod 141, thence radially outwardly between the 
spools to the particular tube 138. 
A tiat spring member 142 extends into the paths of 

rivet heads passing from the slot 132 to the rivet receiving 
member 13 to retard passage thereto so that rivets will 
not accidentally pass to the left through slot 132 but will 
be discharged therefrom only under positive action of 
knife member 134. 
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6 
A leaf spring member 144 extends .along the top of 

bracket 126, being fixed thereto at one end as at 145 
in FIG. 5 and having a handle portion 146 at its other 
end. A depending pin 147 is fixed to leaf spring 144 at 
its upper end and passes through an aperture in bracket 
126 and into a recess in the upper surface of plate 125 as 
shown in FIG. 4. This locates the particular chute mech 
anism 16 shown in FIG. 4 in alignment with the rivet re 
ceiving member 18. The upper surface of plate 125 is 
provided with a series of recesses for receiving pin 147' 
so that any of the chute mechanisms 16 shown in FIG. 5 
may be aligned with the rivet receiving member 18 as 
desired. 
The valve 99, as previously described, operates in 

timed relation with the piston rod 91 to supply a blast 
of air to the blower tube 1115. A manifold valve ar 
rangement similar to that designated 14@ and described 
in connection with the operation of knife member 134 
may be interposed between valve 99 and the connection 
to tube 1115. The operation of lifter mechanism 9@ is not 
necessarily in synchronism with the operation of the 
riveting machine but is adjusted to supply rivets in ade 
quate number by manual valve adjustment of the pressure 
supply to cylinder 92. The successive blasts from the 
blower tube 1115 are automatically synchronized with 
operation of the piston rod 91. 
A manifold valve arrangement similar to that desig 

nated 14@ may also be employed to automatically con 
nect the fluid connection 115 of the rivet feed means of 
the properly aligned hopper with the source of iiuid sup 
ply. In this case the source of fluid supply to the ap 
propriate connection 115 is synchronized with the opera 
tion of the riveting mechanism, as by a conventional cam 
operated valve acted upon by any convenient moving 
part of the riveting machine proper, so that the rivet 
feeding piston 114 operates once for each. riveting opera 
tion and in synchronism therewith. 
We claim: 
l. In combination with a riveting machine having a 

riveting mechanism including means for receiving rivets 
successively for insertion and riveting, feed mechanism 
for selectively delivering rivets of selected sizes to such 
receiving means, said feed mechanism comprising a plu 
rality of hopper devices each adapted to contain rivets of 
a given diameter and length and a plurality of transfer 
devices for transferring rivets from the hopper devices 
to the receiving means, each transfer device being adapted 
to transfer rivets of a given diameter but of various 
lengths, carriage means attached to the riveting machine 
and mounting said plurality of hopper devices for joint 
movement along a line offset from said receiving means 
to dispose any selected hopper device in alinement with 
said receiving means, and means likewise .attached to the 
riveting machine and mounting said transfer devices for 
movement in a line parallel to the line of movement of 
the hopper devices and between the latter and said re 
ceiving means to selectively dispose a transfer device for 
the proper rivet diameter between the aligned hopper 
device and the receiving means. 

2. In combination with a riveting machine having a 
riveting mechanism including means for receiving rivets 
successively for insertion and riveting, feed mechanism 
for selectively delivering rivets of selected sizes to such 
receiving means, said feed mechanism comprising a plu 
rality of hopper devices each adapted to contain rivets of 
a given diameter and length and a plurality of transfer 
devices for transferring rivets from the hopper devices 
to the receiving means, each transfer device being adapted 
to transfer rivets of a given diameter but of various 
lengths7 carriage means attached to the riveting machine 
and mounting said plurality of hopper devices for joint 
movement along a line offset from said receiving means to 
dispose any selected hopper device in alignment with said 
receiving means, each hopper device including a reciproca 
ble rivet feed means including an operating member, a 
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single relatively stationary motor means for operating 
the several hopper device feed operating members, said 
motor means and the operating members of each hopp-er 
device having means engageable by and upon movement 
of a hopper device to said position of alignment for render 
ing the operating member of said aligned hopper device 
effective for feeding rivets, and means likewise attached 
to the riveting machine and mounting said transfer de 
vices for movement in a line parallel to the line of move 
ment of the hopper dev'ces and between the latter and said 
receiving means to selectively dispo-se a transfer device 
for the proper rivet diameter between the aligned hopper 
device and the receiving means. 

3. in combination with a riveting machine having a 
riveting mechanism including means for receiving rivets 
successively for insertion and riveting, feed mechanism 
for selectively delivering rivets of selected sizes to such 
receiving means, said feed mechanism comprising a plu 
rality of hopper devices each adapted to contain rivets of 
different sizes, and carriage means attached to the riveting 
machine and mounting said plurality of hopper devices 
for joint movement along a line offset from said receiving 
means to dispose any selected hopper device in alignment 
with said receiving means, each hopper device including 
a reciprocable rivet feed means including an operating 
member, and a single relatively stationary motor means 
for operating the several hopper device feed operating 
members, said motor means and the operating 
members of each hopper device havin'y means engageable 
by and upon movement of a hopper device to said posi 
tion of alignment for rendering the operating member of 
said aligned hopper device effective for feeding rivets. 

4. In combination with a riveting machine having a 
riveting mechanism including means for receiving rivets 
successively for insertion and riveting, feed mechanism 
for selectively delivering rivets of selected sizes to such 
receiving means, said feed mechanism comprising a plu 
rality of hopper devices each adapted to contain rivets 
of a given diameter and length and a plurality of trans 
fer devices for transferring rivets from the hopper de 
vices to the receiving means, each transfer device being 
adapted to transfer rivets of a given diameter but of 
various lengths, said plurality of hopper devices being 
mounted for joint movement along a line offset from said 
receiving means to dispose any selected hopper device 
in a predetermined operative position relative to said re 
ceiving means, and means likewise attached to the rivet 
ing machine and -mounting said transfer devices for jo-int 
movement in a line lying between the line of movement of 
the hopper devices and said receiving means to selectively 
dispose a transfer device for the proper rivet diameter 
in operative position between said selected hopper device 
and the receiving means. 

5. In combination with a riveting machine having a 
riveting mechanism including means for receiving rivets 
successively for insertion and riveting, feed mechanism for 
selectively delivering rivets of selected sizes to such re 
ceiving means, said feed mechanism comprising a plu 
rality of `hopper devices each adapted to contain rivets of 
a given diameter and length and a plurality of transfer 
devices for transferring rivets from the hopper devices to 
the receiving means, each transfer device being adapted 
to transfer rivets of a given diameter but of various 
lengths, said plurality of hopper devices being mounted 
for joint movement along a line offset from said receiv 
ing means to dispose any selected hopper device in -a 
predetermined operative position relative to said receiv 
ing means, each hopper device including a reciprocable 
rivet feed means including an operating member, a single 
relatively stationary motor means for operating the sev 
eral hopper device feed operating members, said motor 
means and the operating members of each hopper device 
having means engageable by and upon movement of a 
hopper device to said predetermined operative position 
for rendering the operating member of said selected hop 
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per device effective for feeding rivets, and means likewise 
attached to the riveting machine and mounting said trans 
fer devices for joint movement in a line lying between the 
line of movement of the hopper devices and said receiv 
ing means to selectively dispose a transfer device for the 
proper rivet diameter in operative position between said 
selected hopper device and the receiving means. 

6. In combination with a riveting machine having a 
riveting mechanism including means for receiving rivets 
and for automatcally inserting and riveting the same, 
a plurality of hopper devices each adapted to contain 
rivets of a given diameter and length and a plurality of 
transfer devices for transferring rivets from the hopper 
devices to the receiving means, each transfer device being 
adapted to transfer rivets of a given diameter but of 
various lengths, carriage means attached to the riveting 
machine and mounting said plurality of hopper devices 
for joint movement along a line offset from said receiving 
means to dispose any selected hopper device in alignment 
with said receiving means, means likewise attached to the 
riveting machine and mounting said transfer devices in 
a line parallel to the line of movement of the hopper 
devices and between the latter and said receiving means 
to selectively dispose a transfer device for the proper rivet 
diameter between the aligned hopper device and the re 
ceiving means, means operating in timed relation with the 
riveting mechanism for delivering individual rivets from 
an aligned hopper device to the interposed transfer de 
vice, and other means operating in timed relation with 
the riveting mechanism for delivering individual rivets 
from the aligned transfer device to the rivet receiving 
means of the riveting mechanism. 

7_In combination with a riveting machine having a 
riveting mechanism including means for receiving rivets 
and for automatcally inserting and riveting the same, 
a plurality of hopper devices each adapted to contain 
rivets of a given diameter and length and a plurality of 
transfer devices for transferring rivets from the hopper 
devices to the receiving means, each transfer device 
being adapted to transfer rivets of a given diameter but 
of various lengths, carriage means attached to the rivet 
ing machine and mounting said plurality of hopper de 
vices for joint movement along a line oifset from said re 
ceiving means to dispose any selected hopper device in 
alignment with said receiving means, means likewise at 
tached to the riveting machine and mounting said transfer 
devices in a line parallel to the line of movement of the 
hopper devices and between the latter and said receiving 
means to selectively dispose a transfer device for the 
proper rivet diameter between the aligned hopper device 
and the receiving means, and means operating in timed 
lrelation with the riveting mechanism for delivering indi 
vidual rivets from an aligned hopper device to the inter 
posed transfer device. 

8. ln combination with a riveting machine having a 
riveting mechanism including means for receiving rivets 
and for automatically inserting and riveting the same, 
a plurality of hopper devices each adapted to contain 
rivets of a given diameter and length and a plurality of 
transfer devices for transferring rivets from the hopper 
devices to the receiving means, each transfer device being 
adapted to transfer rivets of a given diameter but of 
various lengths, carriage means attached to the riveting 
machine and mounting said plurality of hopper de 
vices for joint movement along a line offset lfrom said 
receiving means to dispose any selected hopper device in 
alignment with said receiving means, means likewise 
attached to the riveting machine and mounting said 
transfer devices in a line parallel to the line of move 
ment of the hopper devices and between the latter and 
said receiving means to selectively dispose a transfer 
device for the proper rivet diameter between the aligned 
hopper device and the receiving means, and means op 
erating in timed relation with the riveting mechanism for 
delivering individual rivets from the aligned transfer de 
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vice to the rivet receiving means of the riveting mechan 
ism. Y 

9. In combination with a riveting machine having a 
riveting mechanism including means for receiving rivets 
and for automatically inserting and riveting the same, a 
plurality of hopper devices each adapted to contain rivets 
of a given diameter and length and a plurality of transfer 
devices for transferring rivets from the hopper devices to 
the receiving means, each transfer device being adapted 
to transfer rivets of a given diameter but of various 
lengths, carriage means attached to the riveting machine 
and mounting said plurality of hopper devices for joint 
movement along a line offset from said receiving means 
to dispose any selected hopper device in alignment with 
said receiving means, means likewise attached to the 
riveting machine and mounting said transfer devices in a 
line parallel to the line of movement of the hopper devices 
and between the latter and said receiving means to selec 
tively dispose a transfer device for the proper rivet diam 
eter between the aligned hopper device and the receiving 
means, fluid pressure means operating in timed relation 
with the riveting mechanism for delivering individual 
rivets from an aligned hopper device to the interposed 
transfer device, other fluid pressure means operating in 
timed relation with the riveting mechanism for delivering 
individual rivets from the aligned transfer device to the 
rivet receiving means of the riveting mechanism, and valve 
means automatically positionahle by and upon adjusting 
movement of the hopper devices and the transfer devices 
for rendering the fluid pressure means of the aligned 
devices operative. 

10. In combination with a riveting machine having a 
riveting mechanism including means for receiving rivets 
and for automatically inserting and riveting the same, a 
plurality of hopper devices each adapted to contain rivets 
of a given diameter and length and a plurality of transfer 
devices for transferring rivets from the hopper devices 
to the receiving means, each transfer device being adapted 
to transfer rivets of a given diameter but of various 
lengths, carriage means attached to the riveting machine 
and mounting said plurality of hopper devices for joint 
movement along a line oifset from said receiving means 
to dispose any selected hopper device in alignment with 
said receiving means, means likewise attached to the 
riveting machine and mounting said transfer devices in a 
line parallel to the line of movement of the hopper devices 
and between the latter and said receiving means to selec~ 
tively dispose a transfer device for the proper rivet diam 
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eter between the aligned hopper device and the receiving 
means, ñuid pressure means operating in timed relation 
with the riveting mechanism for delivering individual 
rivets from an aligned hopper device to the interposed 
transfer device, and valve means automatically position 
able by and upon adjusting movement of the hopper de 
vices for rendering the fluid pressure means of the aligned 
hopper device operative. 

11. In combination with a riveting machine having a 
riveting mechanism including means for receiving rivets 
and for automatically inserting and riveting the same, 
a plurality of hopper devices each adapted to contain 
rivets of a given diameter and length and a plurality of 
transfer devices for transferring rivets fr-om the hopper 
devices to the receiving means, each transfer device being 
adapted to transfer rivets of a given diameter but of 
various lengths, carriage means attached to the riveting 
machine and mounting said plurality of hopper devices 
for joint movement along a liine offset from said re 
ceiving means to dispose any selected hopper device in 
alignment with said receiving means, means likewise at 
tached to the riveting machine and mounting said trans» 
fer devices in a line parallel to the line of movement of 
the hopper devices and between the latter and said re 
ceiving means to selectively dispose a transfer device 
for the proper rivet diameter between the aligned hop 
per device and the receiving means, fluid pressuure means 
operating in timed relation with the riveting mechanism 
for delivering individual rivets from the aligned transfer 
device to the rivet receiving means of the riveting mechan 
nism, and valve means automatically positionable by and 
upon adjusting movement of the transfer devices for 
rendering the fluid pressure means of the aligned trans 
fer device operative. 
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